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ABSTRACT 

Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) have become 

leading material for tremendous strategic 

applications. We have prepared CNT composites 

with the Polyaniline by solvent and powder 

methodology. The adhesion, alignment and the 

effect of composite nature have been studied by 

systematic characterization employing Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM) and thermal behaviour 

(TGA). The Polyaniline has effectively surface 

attachment and influenced binding properties, which 

have been observed on different types of Nanotubes 

precursor materials, prepared by different roots of 

synthesis. The CNTs have been synthesized at 

National Physical Laboratory (NPL), New Delhi by 

Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) from the 

organic substrates and arc discharge process. The 

CNTs have been accompanied with the iron material 

as impurities along with some amorphous carbons. 

The Functionalization of CNTs has been 

done with varying concentration of oxidizing agents. 

The possibility of the attachment of Polyaniline with 

CNTs may be either covalent or non-covalent which 

require detailed studies. The Polyaniline matrix is 

suitable for CNTs addition & the composites may be 

useful for various applications. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Conducting polymers have found different 

applications in energy storage, photovoltaics, 

transistors, sensors etc. PANI is one of the first 

intrinsic conducting polymer which is used in these 

applications. PANI was discovered in 1934. The 

conductivity range of PANI mixture is between 10
-9

 

Scm
-1

 and 10 Scm
-1

.it is green in colour and redox 

active material. 

It is made by the polymerization of aniline 

monomers by the oxidation of aniline monomers. 

Due to these excellent properties, PANI is used for 

making CNT based composites. 

The MWNTs synthesized by catalytic 

chemical vapour deposition (CVD), by taking 8 

times concentration of toluene & ferrocene. The 

solution of these mixtures is injected by uniform 

flow rate of 0.1 ml/min in to the reactor furnance at 

750
0C

 and 200 torr pressure of Ar gas. 

To increase the conducting properties of 

polymers, composites of these polymers with other 

phase are more effective than the pure polymers 

because by doping of high conducting materials in 

the polymer matrix increases the conductivity of the 

composites.  

A composite material may be defines as a 

material system consisting of a mixture of two or 
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more microphases, which are mutually insoluble and 

differing in composition. 

1
Some advantages of composite materials 

over the bulk material which we are using like 

matrix, polymers and ceramics are: 

- High specific strength  

- Low specific gravity 

- High stiffness  

- They maintain the strength at high 

temperature  

- Better toughness 

- Easily fabricated. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Synthesis of  MWNTs : 

MWNTs are synthesized by catalytic 

chemical vapour deposition method at Carbon 

Technology Unit, NPL, New Delhi, India by 

taking 8 times concentration of toluene and 

ferrocene at 750
0C

 temperature. 

Conditions & percentage conversion of 

toluene with ferrocene at 750
0C

 temperature is 

manipulated by Carbon Technology Unit, NPL, 

New Delhi and values are given as: 

Conditions: 

- Flow rate: 0.1ml/min. 

- Zone temperature: 750
0C

 

- Reactor  diameter: 42mm 

- Toluene is taken as carbon source. 

- Ferrocene is taken as catalyst. 

 Synthesized as such carbon Nanotubes are 

impure and called carbon soot.  

  

These CNTs soot have been purified by acidic 

treatment taking 1N-HNO3 followed washing with 

the distilled water and dried at 100
0
C in electric 

oven, the purified material was further heat treated 

by air oxidation process at 350
0C

.  

3. CHARACTERIZATION 

Some techniques are used for the 

characterization of these composites. 

1. Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) 

2. FT-RAMAN 

3. Scanning Electronic Microscope(SEM) 

4. Electrical Conductivity Measurement 

 

1. TGA 

� The decomposition of PANI starts above 

300
0
C. 

�  TGA shows the higher thermal stability of 

PANI-CNT Composites as compared to 

pure PANI. 
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Fig.1: TGA Graph  

2. FT-RAMAN 

    

          Fig.2: FT-RAMAN Spectra for 5% CNT in 

PANI 

          

        Fig.3: FT-RAMAN Spectra for 10%   CNT in 

PANI 

3. SEM IMAGES 

  

        Fig.5: Composite of 10 % CNT in PANI 

         

Fig.6: Composite of 20 % CNT in PANI  

        

      Fig.7: Composite of 30 % CNT in PANI 
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     Fig.8: Composite of 40 % CNT in PANI  

         

       Fig.9: Composite of 50 % CNT in PANI  

         

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

SEM shows uniform coating of CNT with PANI 

(Shown in fig. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10). The coated 

CNT become thicker as the amount of deposited 

PANI increases. Uniformity increases with 

increasing the fraction of CNTs in PANI.  

Increasing the fraction of CNT, electrical 

conductivity of the composite increases. 

This shows the successful fabrication of CNT-PANI 

composites with varying the fraction of CNTs. 

TGA graph shows that thermal stability of PANI in 

the composites with CNTs is better than the stability 

of neat PANI. 
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